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Abstract

The heat flux level observed in magnetic plasma confinement experiments
such as tokamaks is much higher than what can be explained from
neoclassical theory. There is a strong interest in the controlled nuclear fusion
community to fully understand this phenomenon, called anomalous transport.
One idea is that radial electric fields play a key role in the stabilization
process of the electrostatic instabilities called microinstabilities that are
considered responsible for the anomalous heat flux.

This work studies the effect of a static ad-hoc radial electric field on
microinstabilities, especially the ion temperature gradient (ITG) driven mode,
within the frame of a global 3D gyrokinetic model. This will make it possible
to extend the simulations done in tokamaks and helically symmetric systems
to fully 3D magnetic configurations. Technically the work consists of
extending the 3D gyrokinetic code Euterpe to also include the effect of the
drifts induced by an imposed radial electrostatic potential. Simulations are
performed in tokamak and helically symmetric configurations. The results
indicate that this modified version of Euterpe can be used in studying more
complex 3D fusion devices.



Sammanfattning

Uppmätta värmeflöden i experiment med magnetisk inneslutning av plasma,
t.ex. tokamaker överstiger vida de nivåer som kan förklaras med neoklassisk
teori. Det finns en stark vilja inom fusionsforskningen att till fullo förstå detta
fenomen, som kallas anomal transport. Huvudteorin för att förklara detta är
att värmeflödet orsakas av elektrostatiska instabiliteter, så kallade
mikroinstabiliteter, och att radiella elektriska falt har betydelse för
stabiliseringen av dessa.

I detta arbete studeras effekten av ett statiskt radiellt elektriskt falt på
mikroinstabiliteter, framför allt den jontemperaturdrivna moden (ITG), i en
global 3D-gyrokinetisk modell. Detta kommer göra det möjligt att utvidga
simuleringarna gjorda i tokamaker och heliskt symmetriska system till att
även omfatta äkta tredimensionella magnetiska konfigurationer. Tekniskt
består arbetet av att utvidga den 3D-gyrokinetiska koden Euterpe till att även
räkna med drifterna som en yttre pålagd radiell elektrostatisk potential ger
upphov till. Den nya versionen av Euterpe har testats i tokamakgeometri och
heliskt symmetrisk geometri. Resultaten indikerar att den modifierade
versionen av Euterpe kan användas för att studera fenomenet i mer komplexa
tredimensionella konfigurationer.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Fusion and the plasma state
In the sun and other stars a huge amount of energy is released every second
through thermonuclear fusion. In these processes light nuclei fuse together
and release energy according to Einstein's famous formula E = mc2. Strong
efforts are being made to make it possible to reproduce these processes on
earth in commercial power plants, which would make ordinary seawater an
almost infinite source of safe and environmentally friendly energy.

To achieve fusion one has to heat the fuel to extreme temperatures, as much
as 100 MK (or about 10 keV, which is the usual way to express temperature
in plasma physics) is needed and the fuel is then in the plasma state. In stars
the confinement of the plasma is solved by the gravity due to the huge
amount of mass, but in earth based experiments one has to rely on either the
inertia of the fusing particles or a strong magnetic field.

The confinement of a fully ionized plasma is not an easy task. The main
problem is that the heat losses from such hot plasma are very high and that
one, to compensate for that, has to confine the plasma for a certain time
according to the so-called Lawson criterion [5]:

where «is the plasma density and TE is the energy confinement time. The

energy confinement time is defined as the plasma energy content divided by
the rate at which energy must be added to the plasma to sustain steady state.

1.2 Magnetical and inertial confinement
Fusion reactor concepts are divided into two main categories, based on either
inertial or magnetic confinement of the plasma. In inertial confinement a
number of strong laser or particle beams are used to compress the plasma to a
very high density. This shall make the energy confinement time required by
the Lawson criterion so small, that the time the plasma is kept together with
inertial forces alone is enough. [18]

In magnetic confinement, magnetic fields are used to construct a "magnetic
vessel", since charged particles have a tendency to align to magnetic field
lines, due to the v x B force. This is the type of confinement that is subject to
this work.

1.3 Tokamaks and stellarators
The leading candidate for a fusion reactor is some kind of closed toroidal
magnetic configuration. Here the plasma is contained by the aid of a strong
toroidal magnetic field, superposed by a small poloidal field, producing a net
field with a helical twist.

The toroidal field is produced by a number of poloidal field coils. The most
common way of producing the poloidal magnetic field is by driving a current
in the plasma, by using the plasma as a secondary circuit in a transformer.
This is used in the machine called the tokamak, which is the most explored
magnetic fusion reactor concept today. The fusion research community is
now planning for ITER (International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor),
a tokamak that will be the world's largest controlled fusion experiment.



fig 1.1 The ITER tokamak [ 14]

Another way of producing the poloidal magnetic field is by the use of
externally applied coils, the principle that is used in so-called stellarators. The
advantage of a stellarator is the lack of plasma current and the instabilities
induced thereby. It is also, in contradiction to the tokamak possible to operate
at steady state, because it does not generate any current by use of transformer
action, as is done in the tokamak.

The main disadvantage of a stellarator is the lack of symmetry, which makes
the necessary requirements on small neoclassical transport and confinement
of a particles difficult to achieve. But with modern so-called quasi-
symmetric systems, the problem of too large neoclassical transport is being
reduced. Here the guiding centre equations of motion conserve an additional
integral of motion as in symmetric systems. Boozer showed that this requires
the modulus of the magnetic field to be symmetric in magnetic coordinates
[9] and several experimental projects are based on this principle. Examples of
quasi-symmetric stellarators are the Helically Symmetric experiment, HSX,
in Wisconsin and the Wendelstein 7-X (W7-X) stellarator under construction
in Greifswald, Germany.
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fig 1.2 Sketch of the Wendelstein 7-X stellarator [14]

1.4 Anomal transport & microinstabilities
A problem in fusion plasmas is that the energy losses due to heat flux are far
greater than those predicted by the so-called neoclassical theory, which
reflects the flux due to coulomb collisions between the particles. This
additional non-collisional heat flux is called anomalous transport and it is
often believed to be triggered by a class of low frequency destabilizing
mechanisms arising in inhomogeneously magnetized plasma, called
microinstabilities, or drift waves. These instabilities are today not clearly
understood and therefore they are an important topic to study, since reducing
the anomalous transport is a critical question for a future commercial fusion
reactor.

While the anomalous transport is a common phenomenon in tokamaks, the
stellarators have until now been characterized by a so strong neoclassical
transport, that the anomalous transport has been quite uninteresting. This
explains the small number of examinations that have been made on this
subject. But in the next generation of optimised stellarators, this might no
longer be true. Studies of anomalous transport in stellarators are also needed
due to the increase in size and cost of the experimental facilities.

Of all the different types of drift waves the Ion Temperature Gradient (ITG)
mode is often found to be responsible for most of the anomalous heat flux.
The basic form of this instability is the so-called slab-ITG, which appears in
straight magnetic systems and is basically a sound wave destabilized by
gradients in the ion temperature. In toroidal systems, the wave will, at
sufficiently high frequencies, adopt the more unstable character of the
toroidal-ITG. The toroidal-ITGs have a tendency to align with magnetic field
lines and therefore they are characterized by [3]:

There's also a class of ITG driven modes, which are driven by the drift
induced in systems characterized by helical symmetry. These modes are
called Helical-ITG's [3]. If the frequency of the ITG mode is smaller than the
ion bounce frequency (due to the magnetic mirrors in the outer regions of the
plasma) it undergoes a transition to the trapped ion mode, TIM [1].

A characteristic feature for the microinstabilities / drift waves is that the
phenomenon is slow, i.e. the time variation of the perturbation is slow
compared to the ion cyclotron frequency. This makes it possible to average
out the fast Larmor motion, but due to the strong wave-particle interaction a
kinetic model is needed for full description [I].

1.5 Stabilization through radial electric fields
Further observations show that when the amplitude of microinstabilities
grow, non-linear coupling occurs with the m = 0, n = 0 mode and radial
electric fields develop. These radial electric fields seem to act in a process of
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saturating the electromagnetic turbulence and therefore limiting the
anomalous heat flux to a finite level. [4]

One way to learn more about these processes is simply to create artificially
radial electric fields in computer simulations of microinstabilities and
examine the effects thereof. This has previously been done with fully
gyrokinetic models in two-dimensional geometries [4]. This work is an
extension, making it possible to study the same phenomena in fully three-
dimensional configurations. This is done by extending the Euterpe code,
written by Jost [3], to also include effects of externally imposed adhoc radial
electric fields. This modified computer code should then be possible to use in
later simulations of real fully 3D magnetic configurations, like for example
the Wendelstein 7-X.
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2 Theory
2.1 Models in plasma physics
A general question regarding computer simulations in physics and other areas
is the selection of an appropriate model that is as simple as possible make
calculations with, without omitting any important phenomenon.

In plasma physics there is a general difference between kinetic models, where
all plasma dynamic effects can be included and fluid or
magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) models, where the velocity distribution
among the individual particles is averaged out.

Microinstabilities are phenomena where a simple fluid model is not enough
[1]. Instead we will use the so-called gyrokinetic model, which is a slightly
simplified version of the full kinetic model, based on the Boltzmann or the
Vlasov model.

2.2 Basic ideas
The basic and most exact kinetic equation for the evolution of a collisionless
plasma is the Boltzmann or Vlasov equation [1]:

v ' Dt" Idt Öx mv 'i

where /(x, v,/) is the distribution function of a given species of mass m

and electric charge q and (E(x,<),B(x, /)) the self-consistent electro-

magnetic fields. This is a non-linear system, that in full generality has to be
solved in the six-dimensional (x, v) -space, i.e. a very demanding task.

To simplify this we consider some in our case appropriate scalings based on
two important quantities in plasma physics, the gyrofrequency / ion cyclotron

frequency, given by Q, = —— and the ion Larmor radius, p = —, where
m, Q,

Vj_ is the ion velocity perpendicular to the local magnetic field. In this report,

we will entirely work with deuterium plasma, so m, is always the deutron

mass and q, is always the elementary charge.

For our model we assume that the time variation of the perturbation is slow
compared to the gyrofrequency of the ions and the characteristic length of
equilibrium large compared with the ion Larmor radius. This makes it
possible for us to average out the fast Larmor motion. We further assume that
the plasma is collisionless and neutral, i.e. the equilibrium ion and electron
densities are equal.

2.3 The gyrokinetic ordering
We can now systematically sum up some of the previous approximations in
the so-called gyrokinetic ordering [3]:

where s = pl/L7 and p. is the ion Larmor radius, <j> the electrostatic

potential, kt and kL the component of the wave vector parallel and

perpendicular to the magnetic field. Ln = «/|Vn| and Lt.=T/\VT\ represent
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(2:3)

(2:4)

(2:5)

the characteristic length of the equilibrium and LB = B/\VB\ is the scale

length of the magnetic variation. The gyrokinetic equations will be valid up
to the order 0( f 2 ) , O(EEB) and O(SK] [3], where SB = p,/Le .

2.4 The gyrokinetic equations
The equations we arrive at describe the guiding centre distribution in the
gyrokinetic variables /(R.v^VjJ or /(R,^,//), where R is the position

of the guiding centre, vn and v± are the ion velocities parallel and

perpendicular to the magnetic field and // = —— the magnetic moment, the
2B

first adiabatic invariant. The dependence in the gyroangle a (defined by
v = v±(cosaen+sinae(1) + v||e|1) that would be needed to completely

describe a particle, has been averaged out.

From [6], we then have the so-called gyrokinetic equations of motion (GKE):

dR v2 VB v2 VB v2 T VxB] (E)xB

where (E) = -V((Zi) is the gyroaveraged electric field. In equation (2:3) the

first term on the right hand side represents the present velocity, the second
and third terms the VB -drift, the fourth one the finite beta effect and the last
term is the velocity term resulting from interactions with particles nearby.

For the evolution of the distribution function, we have ordinary particle
conservation [2]:

(2-6) J i i " i L = 0
dt dt 5R dt 5v,, dt dv±

For the ion density we have [3]:

(2:7) «,(*)= J /(R,v i ),v1) + -^-^(x,R,v1) *- 'V|['Vl

where the terms of o(f2 j have been left out and the gyroaveraged potential

is:

(2:8)

and 5ij> = tj> -

2.5 The delta f expansion
To solve the problem, we wil l be using the so-called S f method, which

means that we only solve the equations for the abbreviations 8 f in the

distribution function / from a stationary state fu with a constant
electrostatic potential $, .
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The requirements we have on our equilibrium distribution is that the
temperature and density should be constant on the magnetic flux surfaces, i.e.
B • VT; = 0 and B • V«0 = O . We then choose /„ to be local Maxwellian:

(2:9) j-^.-
2 * I . , V

where s is some radial magnetic flux surface coordinate.

2.6 Linearization

To make the simulation much simpler, we will make a linearization, i.e. we
neglect all the terms depending on the gyroaveraged electric field (E) on the

right hand side of the equations of motion (2:3) - (2:5). We will also neglect

pressure effects (i.e. let fi = 0), by neglecting the — e,, x e|: x term in
Q L B J

equation (2:3):

, i im d* vii VB vl VB(2:10) = v,e,, +-!-e11x + -^e,. x
dt " " Q, " B 2Q, " B

(2:11) -^-=-e..-^VB
dt " 2B

(2:12) ^ = 0
dt

The terms left are the parallel velocity and VB -drift in equation (2:10), the
mirror term in equation (2:11) and the constancy of the magnetic moment in
(2:12).

The linearized equation for the evolution of the perturbed part S f of the ion
distribution function can be expressed as [3]:

, ,
dt " B2 OR « dv,

(2:13) ' "
Ji^E^xZa-iv^E).^

Sv,, "W " B2 2 15v1
W " B2

The perturbed ion density is given by:
r ,,. ~|

(2:14) Sn,(\,t} = ttSf(R,vvfi,t) + -^-^-^-\S3(R-x + p)m,
L W.V-L dv±J

The second term in equation (2:14) is the polarization density, which depends
on the electrostatic potential through an integral over the equilibrium
distribution function /0. Our calculations will be much simpler if we make
an expansion around R - x , since we are only interested in longer
wavelengths (which are the ones interesting for anomalous transport) [11].
What we do is therefore to assume kLp, <K. \ and expand the delta functions

in the second term to the second order in pl and perform the integrals over
all velocity variables, including the gyroangle and get a differential

expression for «( that is valid to the order of (kLpt )2 [11], [1]:

(2:15) Snl(\j)=
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With the assumption of adiabatic response of the electrons to the electrostatic
perturbations, we get:

aft

(2:16) 5ne=~^-S<j>

which gives the final Poisson equation:

(2:17) ^^-V, .[^2-

Our system consists now of the three equations of motion (2:10) - (2:12), the
equation for the evolution of the perturbed ion distribution function and the
Poisson equation.

2.7 Adding ExB drift
If one adds the ExB drift terms to the linearized equations of motions, they
become [4]:

dR v2 VB vf „ / N
- = v,en +-^-6,, x --- s-e, • Vx v,- +v,e.
dt " " O " B Q " V k ' "'

(2:19) — = -— V — -V-V vf-vE-( e i ix V*(vF+ v i i e i i ))v } n £ \ u V f- ii n //B

(2:2») £..

E n x Bn , , 0
where VF = — ̂  — = — - . Since we will only work with mach numbersE B2 B
up to a few percent, we can neglect several terms in the equations above.
What we have is v^ « vlhl , which makes it possible to neglect all the terms

of the order v£
2/v,Af

2 and v,,Vj/vlla
2 .where vd is the magnetic drift velocity

and vlhl the ion thermal velocity [4]. Then we get:

dR v2 VB v: VB

,2.3, ^

When adding the ExB drift, the equation for the development of the
perturbed distribution function also has to be modified [4]:

,
dt " B1 dR m

,
2 A öv, " 52 öv,, ' ': fi2

So finally, the simulation of the microinstabilities in the plasma will be
modelled by the following system of equations:

,._. dR v, VB v2 VB
(2:25) - = v.*,, +-^-6,, x - + — — e,, x - + v..dt " " n, " Ä 20 " B h
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dv.. v 2 VB
(2:26) -J--Te^

(2:27) -£ = ,

(2:28)
dt 52 OR m, " 'Sv dv B2

B2

(2:29) -^8<I>-VLT v i
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(3:1)

3 Numerics
3.1 Basic ideas
Numerically we will make use of a finite-element Particle-In-Cell (PIC)
method, which is a less expensive scheme in comparison with other ones that
require meshing all the phase space [10].

This means that a number of ions are represented group wise by larger
objects called markers or particles. The markers are propagated by integrating
the perturbed distribution function S f along the unperturbed trajectories of

the guiding centres, using an ordinary predictor-corrector step method. With
the charge density represented on a grid, the Poisson equation is then solved
using finite elements.

When propagating the particles we will also make use of data representing
the static magnetic fields which are present in the actual magnetic
configuration. This has been calculated beforehand using the 3D MHD code
VMEC.

3.2 Filtering
To reduce noise in the simulations a Fourier filter is used in the solution of
the discretized Poisson equation. This means that the right hand side of the
equation is expanded in a Fourier series in the poloidal and toroidal directions
and only certain harmonics, characterized by low values of k^ , are kept.

3.3 Coordinate systems used

^Since the ITG driven modes are being characterized by — - <s 1 , one can
*L

show that the electrostatic potential fulfils the condition e(| • V<j> = 0 [3]. This

becomes easily expressed in the so-called PEST-1 system of coordinates

(sv,0' ,(p} [13], which is used for the representation of (j> . Here sv is the

normalized toroidal magnetic flux:

(with sv = 1 on the edge of the plasma where the toroidal flux is equal to

<J>0 ), 9" the straight-field-line poloidal coordinate and <p the geometric

toroidal angle. One has to take care, not to mix up sv with sc = ̂ /*P/*F0 , the

square root of the normalized poloidal flux, which is often used instead (and
will also be used later here).

In normalized flux variables, the equilibrium magnetic field can be written as
[17]:

(3:2) B = — (VpxVvF + VOx V6>')

By definition, the PEST-1 coordinate system has a rotational transform ; that
measures the helical twist of the magnetic field lines [3]:

(3:3)
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(3:4)

(3:5)

(3:9)

where 2m measures the poloidal angle traversed by a magnetic field line
after one toroidal transit. One also defines the safety factor q as:

With this system problems occur near the magnetic axis of the system, due to
the differential operators, which diverge in a polar coordinate system such as
PEST-1 [3]. Therefore we also use an ordinary cylindrical system of
coordinates (/?,^,Z) for the representation of the particle position and

velocities. This also simplifies the computation of the gyroaveraged potential
(0) . The necessary need for going back and forth between these two systems

of coordinates is simplified by having one coordinate, the toroidal one, in
common.

3.4 Extraction of the ballooning phase factor
Another feature used to speed up the calculations is the extraction of the so-
called ballooning phase factor.

The theory behind this can be understood if one starts with a monochromatic
wave in the PEST-1 system of coordinates:

where ^ is the s -component of k =KsVs + mV 9 + nV<p , where s is some
general radial flux coordinate. With the help of (3:2) and (3:3) the parallel
wave number k can be written as:

(3:6) =
B { ds 60 d<j>

B-V0'
b

The relation ^ = 0 implies a relation between the dominant toroidal and

poloidal wave numbers [3]:

(3:7) m(]x-n0q

We also have by definition:

(3:8) ^(s,0',^,

where ^ is the extracted potential and S is the ballooning phase factor,
given by:

The integer numbers m(l and nu are both input parameters. The ballooning

phase S and the extracted electrostatic potential ^ are then periodic

functions of 8' and (p [3]. m(t is usually chosen as m(l x n u ( ] ( s 0 ) , with

g(s,,) as the safety factor at s = s0 where the ion temperature gradient has

its peak.

With this transformation technique the evolution equation for the perturbed
distribution function can be written in terms of the extracted / :
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(3:10) *"' dt J B2 dR m, ' V /Sv,, öv,, "V / " 52

1 Qfa i—i V5 ö/0 /~\ Vfi

2 """ dvL > ' " 52 öv, > ' ' 52

with 5 = V51 • R , where the dot denotes the total time derivative, R is the
equation of evolution of the particle guiding centres. This transformation
does not affect the equations of motion of the particle guiding centres. We

have the extracted gyroaveraged electric field /<5E) as:

(3:11)

After all this, we get the final gyrokinetic Poisson equation:

(3:12) ^-l

with

(3:13) 6n,(

This technique makes the code much more efficient, since the transformed
potential 0 has much less variation than <f> , especially for large dominant

toroidal and poloidal wavenumbers «0 and ma [3].

3.5 Discretization
In solving the gyrokinetic equations Euterpe works the following way in the
discretization.

First, the perturbed part of the distribution function S f is discretized [3]:

(3:14)
p,\

where Np is the number of particles and wp (t) denotes the weight

associated with one particle. In the small phase space volume Op around

particle p there are \vp (t) = Re (w, (/)exp(/5/J («))) particles and this is due

to the phase space incompressibility [6] of the fluid constant in time.

The equations of motion (2:25) - (2:27) govern the particle trajectories

K(0'v»,(0'/^(0) and S p ( t ) = m00'f(t) + wl,(t). The particles are

initiated randomly according to the equilibrium density and temperature
profiles at t = 0 . Particles that leave the configuration (i.e. 5 > 1 ) at

(sf ,9'p,<pf] are reintroduced at (0.99, -fff ,<pp}.

With (3:14) in the equation of evolution of 8 f , we obtain after integration in

phase space over Q^ the time evolution of the particle weight w,, along the
trajectory of the particle p :
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(3:15)

(3:20)

dwp .«bp
dt +l~dT B2 dR m " Sv 5v

2 ^v \ / " 52 Sv \ / /: B2

•*- " p

With (3:13) and (3:14) we get:

(3:16) Y^

where pp(t) is the Larmor radius of the particle p.

In solving the Poisson equation (3:12) the finite element method is used to
represent the extracted electrostatic potential ^ using quadratic splines as
finite element basis. The potential is then expressed as:

(3:17)

with A, as products of spline functions S* of order /? = 2 [11]:

The domain D simulated by Euterpe is:

(3:19) D = \0<s<,0<6>' <2n,Q<<p< —

i.e. only one period of the configuration is covered ( L is the number of
periods) and equidistant meshes are used in each direction.

For the standard finite element method [12], the discrete equations to solve
are:

(3:21) MmJ = \Jl'dsd6d(p\ ^AmA, +-^(^,5 + V ± )A m

(3:22)

(3:23)

where -y/g is the Jacobian of the transformation (R,<p,Z) —> (s,0',<p\.

Since the matrix elements Mm, in the complex matrix M are constant in

time, equation (3:21) is solved only once. Boundary conditions for the
extracted potential are unicity at sv = 0 , ^ = 1 at sv = 1 periodicity in the 0'
and (p directions.

In the gyroaveraging, equation (2:8) is rewritten using a plane wave

decomposition S<j)(\,t]= (Vk *o0(k,t)dk :
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(3:24)

(3:25)

(3:31)

In the limit kLp < 2 we can approximate the integral (3:24) with a four-point

discrete sum, after developing the Bessel function J0 into a finite Fourier
series [3]:

with the points R, +p, equally distributed on the Larmor ring. Since

I B° j Bv I « 1, the gyroaveraging can for simplification be performed in the

poloidal plane where it's easy due to the representation of the guiding centres
in cylindrical coordinates (/?,#>,Z).

For the integration of the equations of motion of the guiding centres an
explicit predictor-corrector scheme is used. Beginning at n we obtain the
particle positions, velocities and weights after the predictor step:

(3:26) R""=R-+1^y

(3:27) v,""=i

(3:28) V = /^-A )
dt

where "K , T" and "H are the right-hand side terms of the equations (2:10),n p
\_

(2:11) and (3:15). The extracted electrostatic potential t/> * is computed

— «+—

from Wp 2 and finally we make the corrector step and arrive at t" :

(3:29) R-+' = R"+TR""A/
nt-

n-io") v"+' =V"+T" 2At(J.JV) V.: - V:: T 1 L\l

.dS
l-

}-e *

dt

3.6 Specification of flow profiles
To calculate the ExB flow velocity, the following procedure is used in
Euterpe, where the radial electric field is set as a function only of the radial
variable. To be consistent with other simulations of this the flow profiles are
specified by the variable sc (the square root of the poloidal flux):

v _ EQ x B _ e,, x V^Q _ e,, x yjy dfa _ e,, x Vsv dsc d</>
VK-~B^~ B ~ B 'dSv—B~'^'^>
We will here examine two kinds of profiles with a constant and a linear

profile of — - . Profile number 1 corresponds to — — = const , i.e.:F
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(3:33) :ZS-~sc

since —— —. For the following profile we get, if we set the
d*¥ d(sc

2) sc dsc

flow to zero at sc = sc0:

(3:34) ^IL~SC(SC-SCO)
us«~c

To specify the magnitude of v£ we introduce the Mach number M :

(3:35) M= v*!* =s r
where VE is the mod of the Ex B velocity calculated for profile number 1.

The final expressions for VK then become:

(3:38)

(3:36)
0
 B

and

where A, , \Vs I and — - all refer to the point (s = s 0,0' = 0,<p = 0) .
I* Jo

The numerical approximations here make it possible to perform simulations
up to M -5- 10%.

In the stabilization process one has identified the so-called shearing rate of
the ExB flows as crucial. When the shearing rate exceeds a certain value
the turbulence responsible for the anomalous heat flux is suppressed. The
shearing rate can for our case be expressed as [4]:

Since — - = const , profile number 1 can also be called a zero shearing rate
<W

profile. Profile number 2 has a nonzero shearing rate.



(4:1)

(4:2)
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4 The EUTERPE code
4.1 How Euterpe is run
Euterpe is based on the 3D MHD equilibrium program VMEC. For use in
Euterpe the standard VMEC output should be transformed. A more detailed
description of this process can be seen in the appendix. One also has to run a
special mapping program to support the parallel computer Euterpe is run on
with MHD input adjusted for the number of processors to be used when
running the program.

The actual running procedure of Euterpe consists of two parts, where the first
part is the calculation of the matrix in (3:21) which is only done once. In the
second phase, Euterpe jobs are submitted to the queue and the particles are
propagated as many time steps as are needed to get a regular behaviour of the
growing instability, so that it is possible both to find the mode structure and
to determine the largest growth rate and the corresponding frequency.

4.2 Important input parameters to Euterpe
To get the correct results, one has to take care of some special variables in
going from the VMEC code and to run Euterpe properly.

When transforming the standard VMEC output to real space variables for use
in Euterpe, one specifies a box. This box represents the cross section of the
toroidal volume where the simulation is going to take place. The size
specifications of this box can be seen as distances given in meters, but in
principle, the input is dimensionless and can be scaled together with other
input quantities.

Later, in Euterpe, one specifies the size of the plasma cross section in Larmor
radii. This should correspond to the horizontal size of the box specified
above. This Larmor radius is calculated at the "standard calculation point"

(s
c ~sco'^' = 0,^ = 0)- This procedure means that if one also has specified

the ion temperature and the magnitude of the magnetic field, the geometric
size of the simulated device is determined since, the Larmor radius is given
by:

where vlhl is defined as •JTjml , where Tt is the ion temperature given in

energy units.

As in all step-based simulations, one has to make sure that the time step is
much smaller than the time scale of the growing instability. This is equal to
the requirement:

for all simulations, which is checked after each run. One can also check for
the Courant-Friedrichs-Levy (CFL) condition, saying that the timestep should
be smaller than the typical length scale over the typical speed of the particles
in the system:

(4:3) = L =
v v,k, v,k,P,
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(4;6)

(4:7)

(4:8)

In the Euterpe input the time step is specified in terms of the ion cyclotron
frequency that, since we always work with deuterium, is solely determined of
how we set the magnitude of the magnetic field:

(4:4) «,=
m,

4.3 Determination of frequency and growth rate
The most important quantitative aim of the Euterpe simulations is to
determine the frequency and the growth rate of the most unstable ITG mode.

To determine the frequency, the log of the real and imaginary part of the
main Fourier component of the mode is plotted versus time. The frequency is
then calculated as an average over 2-3 periods of stable growth.

In the determination of the growth rate three methods have been used. The
simplest method is the same as for the frequency, but the log of the total
amplitude of the main Fourier component is plotted. The slope of this line
that should be straight is a measure of the growth rate y. The other methods
are based on the fact that the time-derivative of the kinetic energy can be
computed as the work done by the particles in the electric field [2]:

(4:5) £ • = !^ ' Afield <i Jl f2 JL Te BCl,

where E± is the electric field perpendicular to the magnetic field. The first
term represents the adiabatic electron response and the second one the ion
polarization drift (untransformed quantities). With Liouville's theorem [6]
one can then show:

where dE^/dt is the power transfer from the particles to the electric field

and \gc = dR/dt the guiding centre velocity. The growth rate y of the single

present eigenmode is then given by the logarithmic time-derivative of the
field-energy:

dt

This is then used in two methods, since both the work done by each particle
and the changes in particle kinetic energy are given as output from Euterpe.

4.4 Additional diagnostics
A number of additional diagnostic tools are also implemented in Euterpe,
which are arrow plots of the superposed adhoc Ex B velocities, plots of the
radial variation of the magnitude of the Ex B velocity and plots of the mode
structure in the poloidal plane of the configuration, both in the R,Z - and the

sv,6' -plane. One can specify in the Euterpe input whether to plot this in the
(p = 0 plane only, or in every toroidal coordinate.
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5 Results
5.1 Tokamak
The simplest configuration simulated is a circular cross section tokamak

n

which also was used in [3] with /^ = 3 m and — = 2.2 (aspect ratio). The
a

equilibrium density «0 is constant and the ion temperature Tt follows the
equation:

(5:1) '- = -KT cosh"

where ;ty=3.58, Asc=0.42 and scl> = 0.5 which makes the ion
temperature gradient peak where the Ex B flow is equal to zero (profile
number 2) or the Mach number (profile number 1). sc0 = 0.5 corresponds to

the toroidal flux coordinate s v 0=0.17. This temperature profile is steep

around sca and a quite flat elsewhere.

Additional data are —-—- = 96 (i.e. the number of standardized Larmor
P,(S

CO)

radii across the plasma is it = 192) and Te (s) = T: (scg) (constant electron

temperature). The Fourier modes kept in the filtering process are the ones

given by {(/w = -12 + /,« = 6),i = [-6,6]} , i.e. we keep one toroidal and 13

poloidal wavenumbers. A grid of 64 points in each direction (s,0*,q>} was

used and the simulations were performed with 2 million particles for about
600 time steps. Using 32 processors on the Origin 3800 each run required

about 2,5 hours of cpu-time. With A/ = — and the frequency measured in

terms of Q, :

/ c. TV ,-. C 1 1 A ~3 f\(5.2) <y = 5.MO £2,

The criterion (4:2) is then fulfilled:

(5:3) ~ = \.6-\Q-2«\
2n

The CFL criterion (4:3) is also fulfilled:

(5:4) n, Q, 20
The results from the simulations with a zero shearing rate profile yielded the
following:
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^^f.-r.f-J'.,
-1.60

I.40E-03

-I-.-20E-03-

H.OOE-fla-

-6,0000% -4,0000% -2,0000% 0,0000% 2,0000%

Mach number

-»-phi_0_0

•--j*E

dE/dl

4,0000% 6,0000%

fig 5.1 Growth rate in tokamak simulation with zero shearing rate profile

The growth rate 7 is here measured in three ways, as described earlier.

Examples of mode structures (<?E):

0 05 1 15 2 2.5 3

ASS^
15 2 2.5 3

fig 5.2 Mode structure without flows (left) and with Mach = +1% (right)

0 0.5 1 15 2 2-5 3 0 05 1 15 2 2.5 3

fig 5.3 Mode structure without Mach = -1% (left) and +5 % (right)

Even though the growth rate of the ITG in the tokamak is not affected very
much by the Ex B field, one can see the twisting effect the electric field has
on the mode structure.
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The nonzero shearing rate profile yielded the following results:

I!!

-6,0000% -4,0000% -2,0000% 0,0000% 2,0000%

Mach number

fig 5.4 Growth rate in tokamak simulation with nonzero shearing rate profile

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 15 3

-•2

1
fig 5.5 Mode structure without Mach = -1% (left) and +5 % (right)

Also here one can see that the imposed E 0 x B field affects the mode

structure, and also has a small effect on the growth rate.

5.2 Straight heliac
The other magnetic configuration simulated is a helically symmetric system,
the same as was simulated in [4] using a 2D code. There a helical version of
the GYGLES code was used for investigations of the ITG mode in helical
symmetry. The linearized gyrokinetic equations solved are the same, but in a

helical system of coordinates (*',/), with x' = rcos(^), y' = rsm(^h),

£, =0-hz, where (r,0,z) are the cylindrical coordinates and h the so-

called helicity. This defines a helical period length L = — and the Poisson's
h

equation is solved in the helical magnetic coordinates (s^0h}. sh is a

normalized radial variable <x i//h
2, y/h the helical flux and Oh equal to

tan
(*-*'*)

. (jc'W '°) is the position of the magnetic axis.
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(5:6)

The helical code uses an analytical current-free vacuum solution for the
magnetic configuration. By definition, the rotational transform is

ih = ̂ —^ = c-l per helical period length and s and sh are related by:

(5:5) s,1 (s)

where

The corresponding magnetic configuration in Euterpe is not exactly identical.
Since Euterpe always simulates toroidal systems, the straight heliac in
GYGLES is approximated by one period in a 100 period toroidal
configuration.

The numerical parameters for the heliac simulations are Ix = 237.839 ,
KT = 1.2963, Ay c=0.3 and sc0=0.5 or sv0 = 0.25 (the same type of
temperature profile as in the tokamak case is used), which will produce a
helical-ITG.

In the helical symmetry the principles behind the filter selection are
somewhat different. A general ITG mode in helical coordinates can be
defined as [16]:

where k = hnh and nh is the "helical" mode number. Modes with different
helical mode numbers are decoupled in helical symmetry, a feature that is not
used in Euterpe. This makes it necessary to use several toroidal mode
numbers to represent a single helical mode and with Oh = 0-hz , z = R^^

and L = Injh = In R^ „ // 'N ' per , where Rgo is the radius of the circle made by

the line of symmetry in the 100 period toroidal configuration, we get:

(5:7) t

We then by identification get the toroidal wave numbers per period
nl ' N per =-(m + nh'), where m is the poloidal mode number.

The mode that was examined had nh = 8.3 and a dominant poloidal mode

number ma = 13 . To represent this in Euterpe, the following filter was used:

(5:8) {(« = MO +i,u = w(l -/#„,),/ = [-7,7]}

In the simulations a 64x64x64 mesh was used in the (sv,0' ,q>\ directions.

Each run was made for around 800 time steps, requiring 24 cpu-hours on the

Origin 3800. With A/ = — and Q, =8.76-107 s'1 , the frequency measured

was:

(5:9) <y = 3.70-105 s"'

The criterion (4:2) is then fulfilled:

(5:10) ^- = 6.7.10-3«1
2,7

as well as the CFL criterion (4:3):



(5:11)
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lX A, / —AsLT/P, __ 2 1
n, ~ n. 10

- A/ = 3.57'At > At

Also in this heliac case two different flow profiles were simulated, one with a

nonzero shearing rate, —- ~ sc (s - sct)) and one with a zero shearing rate
dsc

profile, —— ~ 5 . For the nonzero shearing rate profile the following growth
dsc

 c

rates were measured:

— —HOOE+05

—•— phi_0_0j

I - ' - J - E " " j
dE/dl

, , , , r-o,o(l&H>0 , • —

-0,0100% .0.0080% -0,0060% -0,0040% -0,0020% 0,0000% 0,0020% 0,0040%

MacK number

fig 5.6 Growth rates from heliac simulations with nonzero shearing rate in Euterpe

The same simulations performed in the 2D code GYGLES appeared as the
following [4]:

-7.00CI04 |

•S

o

-2,0000% -1,0000% 0,0000% 1,0000% 2,0000% 3,0000% 4,0000% 5,0000%

Much number

fig 57 Growth rates from heliac simulations with GYGLES

As can be seen, the general structure of the mach dependency is the same, but
the simulations performed in Euterpe are far more sensitive to changes in
Mach number. A cause of this discrepancy was searched for. One possible
explanation is errors in the MHD equilibrium data supplied by VMEC that is
used as input in Euterpe. In calculating the Ex B flow velocity, one uses
Vsv and if one examines the <p component of this, it seems to be much
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larger than one could expect it to be. Therefore simulations are also
performed with dsv/d<p set to zero. These simulations produced the

following results:

-2,0000 -1,0000 0,0000% 1,0000% 2,0000% 3,0000% 4,0000% 5,0000% 6,0000% 7,0000%

Mach number

fig 5.8 Heliac simulation with nonzero shearing rate and the GYGLES simulation

This resembles more with the 2D results and indicates that Euterpe is
calculating \E correctly. Finally the mode structure was examined:

f!

16 1.B 2 22 24

fig 5.9 Mode structure without flows (left) and with Mach = +1% (right)

\ \ \ '

Ll

1.4 1.6 1.8

l

14 16 1 a

:I2; '



fig 5.10 Mode structure without Mach = -1 % (left) and +5 % (right)

As in [4] the stabilization of the ITG mode seems to be caused by shifting of
the position of maximum amplitude away from the unfavourable grad-B drift
region of the configuration cross section.

A similar behaviour was observed when Euterpe was run with a zero shearing
rate profile. Without omitting dsv/d<p the growth rates measured were:

phi_(>_0
j*8

••dE/dl

fig 5.11 Growth rates from heliac simulations with zero shearing rate

The same simulations performed in the 2D code GYGLES appeared as the
following (plotted together with simulations made with dsjdcp :

i Z -•- CYCLES

-"-P>"JL<> i
—J'E

dE/dc '

-5.0(100% -3.0000% -1,0000% 1.0000% 3.()<)()<)% 5.0001)% 7.0000%

Mach i i u m t u T

fig 5.12 Growth rates from GYGLES and the modified version of Euterpe with zero shearing rate profiles.

Also here, the results were far more in agreement with the GYGLES
simulations.
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6 Conclusions
Having overcome the main problems of getting the Euterpe code run, the
results obtained are overall in agreement with what was expected. For the
heliac case, that could be compared with previous runs in GYGLES, the
simulation results were at first far too sensitive to changes in Mach number
of the ExB flow. After modifying the VMEC equilibrium input, the
relations between growth rates of the ITG mode and the Mach number were
at the same order of magnitude.

As in [4] ExB flows with nonzero shearing rate stabilize the helical ITG
mode by shifting the maximum mode amplitude position away from the
region of unfavourable grad-B drift. Also the zero shearing rate profiles work
with stabilizing the ITG modes in the helically symmetric system.

In all the prospects for using this modified version of the Euterpe code to
investigate the effects of ad-hoc radial electric fields on ITG modes in real,
fully 3D magnetic configurations are prosperous, if one only overcomes the
problem of magnetic background data sometimes being inconsistent with the
way Euterpe works.
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Appendix
This appendix describes the main technical features that have been
introduced in the modified version of the Euterpe code. For additional help
on the program, there is another manual written by Simon Allfrey available.

A.1 Processing of the VMEC equilibrium data
The VMEC output data supposed to be used should consist of the following
files:

fort.3
fort. 8
fort.9
fort. 18

They should be used as input to the program 'map3d' in the
/e3/eriksson/euterpe/map3d directory. With the heliac case as an example, the
fort.* files should be copied to the
/e3/eriksson/euterpe/map3d/helisym/source directory and the script
'run_map3d' in the /e3/eriksson/euterpe/map3d/helisym directory should be
executed to perform the mapping. The mapping is performed in two steps and
this is done by the two jobs 'map3d_first.job' and 'map3d_second.job'
submitted by 'run_map3d' (these job files are not converted to the new PBS
system installed on the Eridan after the last run for this project).

In these job files the 'datarun' variables are specified with information about
the size of the toroidal box simulated in Euterpe (see section 4.2). If one
wants to change the number of gridpoints, one has to take care not to exceed
the maximum values specified in the file 'param.inc' in the
/e3/eriksson/euterpe/map3d directory.

The final output from the map3d program consists of the 64 (= the number of
toroidal grid points) files vmec.equ.OOO - vmec.equ.063.

A.2 The toroidal partitioning
To be able to use the VMEC data in Euterpe the output files from map3d
have to be transformed, to adjust for the number of processors to be used in
the Euterpe simulations.

In the /e3/eriksson/euterpe/tor_part directory, the transformation code readq3
is run and places the Euterpe usable equilibrium files in 'in.euterpe.32' etc.

A.3 The real Euterpe program
The description here is made for the heliac case with 32 processors. If the
case run is another one, everything named "helisym" here should be changed
to "tokamak32" etc.

Euterpe is run in a temporary directory on the Eridan parallel computer. To
run the program, you therefore first have to make sure a number of files are
in the /tmp/eriksson/euterpe/helisym directory. These files are:

• vmec.equ.OOO - vmec.equ.031 which should be copied from the
/e3/eriksson/euterpe/tor_part/helisym/in.euterpe.32 directory (after
running the toroidal partitioning program).

• transfer_files, transfer_restart and run.helisym, that should be copied
from the /e3/eriksson/euterpe/orb3d_devel/injob.helisym directory
(and made executable).

Since Euterpe after finishing will send (some of) the output files to the
computer crpppc!38, some directories also have to be created there. The
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number of directories to be created depends on the number of parameter
configurations that one wants to simulate. These are
/tmp/eriksson/euterpe/helisym/param$/matlab and
/tmp/eriksson/euterpe/helisym/param$/std_output with paramS ranging over
the number of parameter configurations simulated in this set of runs. These
different values of $ in param$ correspond to the directories
/e3/eriksson/euterpe/orb3d_devel/injob.helisym/param$, where the input files
'in.common' that are different from the different parameter configurations
are stored.

The program is then run by executing the script run.helisym in the
/tmp/eriksson/euterpe/helisym directory. The Euterpe program is then
compiled, necessary files are copied to the running directory, a number of
small control files are created and finally a request to run the program is sent
to the PBS queue system on the Eridan.

A.4 The run.helisym script
When executed, the run.helisym script will create the following files
(consisting only of numbers):

• jobtype (default = 1), which was previously used to prevent two jobs
submitted to the queue to be executed at the same time. With the
new PBS queuing system this is an obsolete feature. The file is
changed to -2 by the RSdx.job script, when Euterpe is being
executed.

• newmat (default =0), with this set to 1 Euterpe will recalculate the
Poisson matrix at the beginning of each new parameter
configuration paramS.

• nbparam (default = 0), instructs Euterpe about which param$ is the
actual one. This is set to 0 by run.helisym, which implies that the
first paramS to be executed is paraml.

• totparams, indicates the last paramS to be executed. If one wants to
simulate a larger set of parameters, this value can be changed during
execution.

• stoprun (default = 0). This file is never changed by the program, but
if the operator sets this to 1 Euterpe is ordered to finalize the running
job and begin a new one. This is very useful, since each job takes
about 4 hours to complete, and Matlab output data is only made at
the end of each job. With this feature, output can be made whenever
wanted, by manually setting this file to 1. This makes Euterpe
continue with the same parameter configuration, but under the next
job in the PBS queue. It's also possible to use this file to stop the job
in order to change the parameter configuration, for example in the
'in.common' input file.

The last line in run.helisym specifies the number of jobs being sent to the
PBS queue system on the Eridan. If more jobs seem to be needed this specific
command can be executed once again, with the appropriate number of
additional jobs as parameter.

A.5 The job script RSdx.job
On the parallel computer Eridan that Euterpe has been run on the execution
of jobs is controlled by the PBS queue control system. The main job script is
the file R3dx.job, submitted to the queue by the script run.helisym with the
command 'sequencejobs.sh [name of job] RSdx.job [number of jobs]
afterok'. This was previously done with the command 'qsub', also by the
R3dx file itself, but this should no longer be used.

The first lines in the R3dxjob file specify the number of processors to be
used, the amount of memory required, and the required cpu-time. It's also
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possible to specify an email address, where mail is being sent at the
beginning and / or end of the execution of the job.

As in run.helisym, a number of variables are exported to control files by the
job script. They are:

• jobnb, R3dx.job flushes the number the job has in the sequence of
jobs executed for a specific set of parameters (in param$) to this file.
This is used by the Matlab historyplot routine, in plotting the
evolution of main Fourier mode.

• nrun, when Euterpe has finished execution of a job (for a certain
parameter set paramS), the number of timesteps simulated are
appended to a new row in this file.

• totrun, will contain the total number of timesteps simulated up to the
last finished job for a specific parameter. In other words this file will
contain the sum of the values in nrun.

• ntotruns, this file contains the total number of timesteps supposed to
be simulated for a certain paramter set paramS. This is only checked
at the end of each job run, Euterpe may simulate more than ntotruns
jobs.

Some experimental features are implemented and commented out in some
R3dx.job files.

A.6 Euterpe Input files
When running Euterpe it's important to know what parameters to change in
order to modify the simulations, and where to manipulate these parameters.
Euterpe uses four input files, in.common which contains general input (linked
to channel 21) and the three files in.mat, in.vmec and in.vmec2 (linked to
standard input), which contain input specific to the type of job executed
(in.mat for the first job if newmat = 1, in.vmec for the first job if newmat=0
and in.vmec2 for other jobs).

The most important input file, "in.common" is the one that is different from
the different parameter configurations paramS. The program will search for it
in the directories /e3/eriksson/euterpe/orb3d_devel/injob.helisym/param$ and
typically it looks like this:

SGENERAL
dt=10.,
nrun=600,
ntotruns=600,
maxrun=600,
/
SSOLVER
iquafor = 2,
model = 2,
errbnd=l.e-5, omega=1.7, nitmax=100
/
&FIELDS
ns=64, nchi=64, nphi=64,
nidbas =2,
md=-13, nO=470,
mfiltl=0, mfilt2=0,
nfiltl=-4, nfilt2=4,
/
SIONS
nptot=4194304,
mion=1.0, qion=1.0, tion=1.0,
pertw = l.e-3,
kappanO=0.0, kappatO=l.2963, speak=0.5, widths=0.3,
nlevel=2,
/
SEQUIL
fname='vmec',
lx=237.839,
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SEXB
mach=0.,
flowtype=l,
s flownorm=0.5,

dt specifies the length of the timestep in units of Q,~' and this variable is
also exported to a file named 'dt', which is used in the plotting of the growth
rate in Matlab.

The &EQUIL variable ix specifies the number of standardized Larmor radii
across the plasma. This parameter is needed by the Matlab historyplot routine
and is therefore exported to the file 'Ix'.

The other three SGENERAL variables define the number of timesteps to be
simulated in different ways, nrun is the maximum number of timesteps per
job, ntotruns is the limit for starting a new job, i.e. a the simulation will
continue to the next parameter configuration if the a total number of
timesteps is greater than ntotruns at the end of a job. maxrun is the maximum
number of timesteps, the simulation will continue with the next parameter
configuration if maxrun is reached, even if that happens in the middle of a
job.

The &EXB parameters specify the new ExB parameters: mach is the Mach
number, fiowtype is the type of profile (1 for profile with zero shearing rate,
2 for nonzero shearing rate profile) and sfiownorm is the location of the
normalization point, where VK = M • vlhi for the nonzero shearing rate profile
(0 = for the zero shearing rate profile).

The other files look like this (this is the in.vmec2 file):

&BASIC
nlres=t,
max_proc_time=12600.,
lmat=2,
/
&DIAG
nfreq=-1000

nfreq is the diagnostic frequency, i.e. output will be made every nfreq
timesteps. If nfreq is smaller than zero output will be made only from one
processor (only one toroidal point), otherwise diagnostic output will be made
for every toroidal coordinate.

A.7 Plotting with Matlab
When plotting the evolution of the main Fourier mode (to determine the
frequency and the growth rate), the Matlab routine 'historyplot' is used. For
this to work , six files have to be exported to the computer where Matlab is to
be run, these are: 'historyplot.m', 'history.dat', 'nrun', 'jobnb', 'Ix' and 'dt'.

For the mode structure plotting the a pair of files are created for each toroidal
grid point, one data file and one Matlab m-file. For the mode structure plots
in the R,Z plane, these pairs are 'pol_phi_00x_run_00x' and
'pol_phi 00x_run_00x.m' where x is the toroidal coordinate (from 00 to 63).
For the mode structure plots in the sr,d' -plane, the corresponding files are
'pos_phi_00x_run_00x' and 'posj>hi_00x_run_00x.m', for the velocity
arrow plots the files are 'pvf_phi_00x_run_00x' and
'pvf_phi_00x_run_00x.m' and for the plots of the absolute value of the
ExB velocities, the files are named 'pvp_phi_00x_run_00x' and
'pvpj>hi_00x_run_00x.m'. The files 'pol_phi_00x_run_00x.m' and
'pos_phi_00x_run_00x.m' wil l call the m-files 'allplot.m' and 'allsplot.m'
respectively, which have to be located in the same directory.


